**Library of Congress Classification**
**PT7101-PT7338** Old Norse literature: Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian

- **PT7101-PT7211** Literary history and criticism
  - PT7103: Yearbooks
  - PT7107: Congresses
  - PT7113: Collections
  - PT7114.5: Festschriften
  - PT7117: Encyclopedias & dictionaries
  - PT7145-PT7149: Criticism
    - PT7148: Criticism – Special topics
    - PT7149: Collections of essays in criticism
  - PT7150-PT7157: History – General works
  - PT7162: History – Special topics
  - PT7163: Norway’s share in Old Norse literature
  - PT7165-PT7166: Relations to other literatures
  - PT7170-PT7176: Poetry
  - PT7177-PT7211: Prose

- **PT7220-PT7262.5** Collections of Old Norse literature
  - PT7220-PT7221: Collections of Old Norse literature – General
  - PT7230-PT7252: Poetry collections
    - PT7230-PT7232: General collections of poetry
    - PT7233-PT7241: Elder Edda/Edda Sæmundar
    - PT7244-PT7246: Scaldic poetry
    - PT7250: Rímur
    - PT7252: Religious and learned poetry
  - PT7255-PT7262.5: Prose collections
    - PT7255-PT7256: General collections of prose
    - PT7257: Collections of religious literature
    - PT7258-PT7262.5: Collections of historical literature
      - PT7261-PT7262.5: Collections of sagas

- **PT7263-PT7296** Individual sagas and historical works
  - PT7263-PT7265: Íslendingabók
  - PT7266-PT7268: Landnámar bók
  - PT7269: Sagas relating to Icelandic families
  - PT7270: Sturlunga saga
  - PT7271-PT7272: Sagas relating to the Icelandic church and its bishops
  - PT7274: Icelandic annals
  - PT7276-PT7278: Heimskringla
  - PT7279: Other sagas of kings
  - PT7281: Sagas relating to the Norwegian colonies
  - PT7282: Sagas relating to Denmark and Sweden
  - PT7285-PT7287: Mythical sagas
  - PT7288: Novels and fairy tales
  - PT7291: Þáttir
  - PT7294-PT7296: Sagas with subjects from Southern sources

- **PT7298-PT7323** Other individual works
  - PT7298-PT7309: Religious works
  - PT7312-PT7318: Scientific and learned literature
    - PT7312-PT7314: Younger Edda/Prose Edda
  - PT7320: Other miscellaneous works
  - PT7321: Icelandic and Norwegian laws

- **PT7326-PT7338** Individual authors
  - PT7326-PT7338: Individual authors, A - S
  - PT7335: Snorri Sturluson
  - PT7336-PT7338: Individual authors, Sn - Z
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